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THE RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF SPECTRAL-VISCOSITY METHODS
FOR PERIODIC SCALAR CONSERVATION LAWS*

S. SCHOCHETf

Abstract. A rate of convergence is proven for spectral-viscosity methods for periodic scalar conservation
laws. This rate is obtained by showing the discretization error to be small enough that the difference between
the solutions of the spectral-viscosity method and the ordinary viscosity method tends to zero in L as the
number of discrete modes tends to infinity and the viscosity simultaneously tends to zero at the appropriate
rate. The method is also used to obtain an L bound for the spectral-viscosity approximations to the elasticity
equations; convergence, although without a rate, then follows from compensated compactness theory.
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1. Introduction. The solution of the scalar conservation law

(1:1) Otlg---oxf(u) --O,

(1.2) u(O,x)--Uo(X)

can develop discontinuities even if the initial data u0 and the fluxf are smooth functions
[9]. A solution exists in the weak sense even after the time when discontinuities form,
although one of various equivalent entropy conditions must be added to (1.1)-(1.2)
in order for the weak solution to be unique [9]. This weak solution has the property
that its spatial L2 norm decays in time after the first shock forms, even though (1.1)
preserves the L2 norm of smooth solutions. The L2 norm is also preserved in time by
the classical spectral (Fourier) approximation method for (1.1)-(1.2) with periodic u0,

1.3) 0tu + OSuf(u) O,

(1.4) ul (O, x) SlUo,

where uN is a trigonometric polynomial of degree N and S/v is the projection into
the space of such polynomials. Hence, even though (1.3), (1.4) formally approximates
(1.1), (1.2) to arbitrary order, uu cannot converge strongly in L2 to u when the latter
contains shocks; in fact, if f is genuinely nonlinear, then uN cannot even converge
weakly to u [12], [13]. In order to overcome this difficulty while retaining formal
infinite-order accuracy, Tadmor 12] added artificial viscosity to the high Fourier modes
of (1.3), and proved [12], [10], [13] that such spectral-viscosity (and pseudospectral-
viscosity) methods for periodic scalar conservation laws converge to the correct solution
of (1.1), (1.2). (In [13] this result is extended to a wide variety of other semidiscrete-
viscosity methods and to certain 2 2 systems.) Because the convergence proof appeals
to the theory of compensated compactness [14], no rate of convergence is obtained.

A rate of convergence has been demonstrated for monotone approximations of
(1.1), (1.2), however (see [11] and its references). Although the spectral viscosity
method is not monotone, the results of [12] suggest that, for the special case when f
is quadratic, the spectral-viscosity method is close to the pure (nondiscretized) viscosity
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method, which is monotone. It will be shown here that these methods are in fact close
for general fluxes f, and that this fact can be used to obtain a rate of convergence for
the spectral- (and pseudospectral-) viscosity method for (1.1), (1.2).

For sufficiently smooth Uo and f and certain choices of modes to be damped by
viscosity, the difference between the spectral-viscosity and pure viscosity approxima-
tions is smaller than the error of the latter, so that the rate of convergence of the
spectral-viscosity approximation us is determined solely by the rate at which the
viscosity parameter es can be allowed to vanish. The requirement

(1.) _>-o\ 4- ]

of [12], [10], [13] will be improved here for smooth f to

(1.6) eN >= 0 NI_ for arbitrary > 0,

which yields the convergence rate [11]

(1.7) sup Ilu-,u ll l_-< CN
O<=tT

The rate (1.6) is almost optimal in the following sense. If Uo is the space BV of functions
of bounded variation, then the BV norm of u is bounded for all time by that of Uo,
and integration by parts then shows that [a(t, k)l --< c/(1 + Ikl) since the derivative of a
BV function is a bounded measure. It will be shown here that if Uo and f are smooth
enough, then [kla (k) is likewise bounded on fixed time intervals [0, T]. If the method
with

had this same property, then the energy equation

and the estimate

eN[IVuNII2LE CeN I k ]2 <-- cNes - 0
Ikl<=N l/lk]

would imply that the L2 norm was asymptotically preserved, which as noted above
precludes the convergence of us to u. Hence es is restricted to be O(1/N), which is
approached arbitrarily closely by (1.6).

After reviewing the definition ofthe spectral-viscosity and pseudospectral-viscosity
approximations in 2, we will estimate the decay rate of the Fourier coefficients of
u s in 3, obtain an L bound in 4, and prove the rate of convergence in 5. The
decay rate is also valid for systems provided an a priori L bound is assumed, but the
proofs of the L bound and the rate of convergence use the maximum principle and
the L contraction property, respectively, and so are valid only in the scalar case.

There are some special systems of conservation laws, such as the elasticity
equations, for which L bounds hold for the exact system and its pure viscosity-method
approximation because of the existence of compact invariant regions [2]. It will be
pointed out in 6 that the method used here easily adapts to show L bounds for the
spectral-viscosity approximation of the elasticity equations. Now it was shown in [4]
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that L-bounded approximate solutions of this system converge to an entropy solution,
provided they satisfy certain other conditions that, as noted in [ 13 ], are readily verifiable
for the spectral-viscosity method. Hence it follows that the spectral-viscosity method
for the elasticity equations converges to an admissible solution. The method of [13]
could also be used to obtain the L bound for this case if the stronger condition (1.5)
is imposed instead of (1.6).

(2.1)

2. The approximating equations. The spectral projection operator s is defined by

[Snu](t,x)= E (t, k) e ik,

where

(2.2) a( t, k) u( t, x) e-ikx.

In order to take into account the error produced in approximating the integral in (2.2),
we often use instead the pseudospectral projection operator (PS)N based on interpola-
tion at the 2N+l points xj-2r(j/(2N+l)),j-O, 1, 2,... ,2N:

(2.3) [(PS)rvu](t, x)= E a(t, k) e ikx,
Ikl<--N

where

1 2N

o u(t, xj) e-ik.(2.4) t(t, k)
2N+ 1 :

Because the pseudospectral projection differs from the spectral one only by the
"aliasing" error 10],

(2.5) ANu= [ (t, k+j[2N+ l]) eikx],Ikl<=S jO

we can conveniently refer to both projections by using the notation

(2.6) P S+ aAs,

with a 0 or 1 in the spectral or pseudospectral cases, respectively.
We can now define a (pseudo)spectral-viscosity approximation to the periodic

conservation law (1.1) by

(2.7) OtU s + OxPNf(u) eOxu2 v.
We will also consider the case when viscosity is applied to high Fourier modes only,
as for example in the equation [12]

(2.8) OtuN +OxPrqf(uN) eNOax[UN--Rm(N) * uN],
where denotes convolution, m(N)=< N for some/3 < 1 to be chosen later, and R,
satisfies

(2.9)

/,,,(k) 1, Ikl<-m,
0=</,(k) =< 1, m<lkl<=2m,
/,,,(k) O, Ikl> 2m.

These two possibilities can be treated together using (2.8) with either (2.9) or else

(2.10) Rm=--O.
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Besides our approximation (2.8) to the differential equation (1.1), we also need an
approximation to the initial condition (1.2). The natural approximation uN(0, X)=
SNUo DN(X) * Uo need not be bounded in L uniformly in N, so it is convenient to
replace the Dirichlet kernel Ds(x)= lkl<_N e ikx by a polynomial summability kernel
[7], i.e., we set

(2.11)

where K(x) satisfies

KN(X) 1,2: o
(2.12)

lim K(x) =0,

u (0, x)= Knuo KN(X) * Uo,

2 "rr
independently of N,

K(x)= Z /(k) e ikx.
]kl<--_N

Possible choices for KN include Fej6r’s kernel FN(X)=IkI=N (1-k/N)eikx and de
la Vall6e Poussin’s kernel

v,,,(x) 2Ft/(x)- 6,,,/(x) E eikx + E (2 k ) ikx

]kl<=[N/2] [N/2]<k<=2[N/2] [N/2]
e

The former has the advantage of neither increasing the maximum nor decreasing the
minimum of a function, which could be important if the flux f is defined only in a
small neighborhood of [min Uo, max Uo], while the latter has the advantage of being
an approximation of arbitrary high order of accuracy when Uo is smooth, and increases
the L norm by no more than a factor of V(x)llc(co,=);,x/2), which equals approxi-
mately 1.436. For typical BV initial data with discontinuities, so that

Co eo
la(k)l-<-I +[k---- butla(kJ)[->-l+lkjl forsomesequence kj-,

the kernels FN, Vn, and Dn all yield approximations to Uo with L2-error of order
N-/2, which is less than the dynamic error (1.7), so that the choice of fn versus Vn
does not affect the proven convergence rate of the method. In a practical computation
with N finite, however, we are apt to obtain better results by taking a closer approxima-
tion of the initial data, i.e., by using VN or even Dn. Also, if the initial data Uo is
sufficiently smooth (i.e., in H with s > 1/2), then the theorems to be proven will apply
to both un (0, x) Snu and un (0, x) (PS)Nuo since u n (0, x) is then uniformly in L.

Approximation (2.8), (2.11) can be defined for systems by allowing Pn and RM
to act on each component.

3. Decay of the high Fourier modes. Everything in this section is valid for systems
except where explicitly noted to the contrary. In order to determine the behaviour of
the high Fourier modes of u, we follow the method of [12], [10], and [8] and apply
the operator I-S to (2.8), with k > 2m(N), to obtain

(3.1) N0,(I Sk)UN eNax(I Sk)Ux + (I S)axPNf.

Multiplying (3.1) by (I--Sk)UN yields

(3.2) 2 dt
ll(I--Sk)U + eNIl(I-Sk)ux 112L

I1(I-- Sk)u 1111s(I Sk)L + al[(I Sk)uNII IIAf[[,
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where denotes the L2 norm. To proceed further we need an estimate for the operator
AN

LEMMA 3.1. For any p>1/2 and any w in H p, [IAwll<-(c(p)/NP)ll(I-S)owl{.
Proof

2

[IANWll= Y Y ff(k+j[2S+ 1])
[k[<=N j#O

c(p)
2 L=’I(L)I==c(p) [l(I-S)ow[[N" Iq>u NP

Now ll(I- S)ull kll(I- S)uU since I- s kills offthe modes with [wavenum-
N Nberl less than k, and llu Nlu [],so by using Lemma 3.1 withp 1 in (3.2)we obtain

1 d
2 dt

[l(I-S)uU[I2+ k=ll(I-S)ull=

cl(I- S)uu [[lSu(I- S)f + ll(I- Su)L [I]

(3.3) 11<I- S)u [l/<)
Ncll(I-S)ull[ sup If’(u)l]llux

c[ sup f’(u)[]l](I- S)u II{klISu + NIl(I- S)u 1},
Ilc2

where c is an assumed bound on [luUll. Removing the common factor of
[l(I- S)uu from (3.3) we get

(3.4) ][(I-S)u II+{ek-cN[ sup f’(u)]}ll(I-S)ul]ck[ sup }f’(u)]]llull,

so that for

(3.5) > eN/
Gronwall’s lemma yields

-"=’l[(z s,,)u(o,x)ll(3.6) I1(I- Sk)Uul{ <-
euk

+ e

Since I1(I Sk)U NII measures the energy in the Fourier modes higher than k, (3.6)
is an estimate of the decay of the Fourier modes for high k. Now from (3.3) we see that

d N N(3.7) - 1[(I- Sk)U + euk[l(I- Sk)U c[lls(I- s)fx + I[(I- sN)fx[[]

so that if we can estimate the decay off(k) from that of a(k) we can use (3.6) in (3.7)
to improve the decay rate of (k), and repeat this process to obtain ever higher rates
of decay. If u obeyed an estimate of the form

(3.8) I[(I- S)u ck-q, k e ko
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with c and k0 independent of N, then we could use the facts that (i) (3.8) implies that
u is in H for r< q; (ii) H is an algebra for r>1/2 so that f(u) is in H provided
f C; and (iii) f H implies II(I- &)fll <-- ck to obtain such estimates for f(uN).
However, even in the case when u rv is smooth, estimate (3.6) holds only for k >- ko(N)
given by (3.5), so that estimates obtained by the method just mentioned have an
unfavorable dependence on N. Instead we will seek a direct link between
and II(I-&)ull so as to take into account restriction (3.5) on estimate (3.6). Such
estimates have been obtained straightforwardly in [12] and [10] for quadratic f; the
following lemmas provide the needed estimates for general (sufficiently smooth) f. The
first of these, a variant of a lemma in [12], deals with the quadratic case.

LEMMA 3.2. For all u, w in L,
II(I- V)uwlJ <-wJl,ll(I Vck/4j)Ull / 3llullcoll(I v/4j)wll.

Proof.

I1(I- V)uwll I1(I- Vk)(W(I-- V[k/4])tl + V[k/4]U)(I-- V[k/4])w + V[k/4]u)( V[k/4]W)}[I.

Since (I-Vk) annihilates the polynomials of order less than or equal to [k/2], the
last term inside the norm vanishes. Because I- Vk is bounded by 1 on L, the terms
that remain are dominated by Ilwllll(I-vt/43)ull/ IIvt/4ull[l(I-Vtk/a)Wll. But
Young’s inequality says that V[k/4 is bounded on L by c= Vtk/4](X)llL’, which is
less than or equal to 3 since IIF IIc- 1.

Repeated use of Lemma 3.2 allows us to estimat II(I-v)P(u)ll in terms of
I1(I- V)u when P(u) is any positive integer power of u, and hence also, by addition,
when P is any polynomial. By approximating any sufficiently smooth f in some
systematic way by polynomials, we want to obtain a similar estimate for I1(I- v)f(u)II
in terms of I1(1- V)ull and an arbitrarily small error term. Because we do not want
to assume thatf is analytic, we will approximatefby a series of orthogonal polynomials
rather than by a power series. However, if we had to break down each monomial u
into an orthogonal polynomial separately using Lemma 3.2 and take the sum over all
such monomials, then most of the advantages of orthogonality would be lost. We
would therefore like our orthogonal polynomials to be such that any polynomial in
the series is equal to the product of two polynomials of lower order from the same
series, so that we could use Lemma 3.2 repeatedly in an efficient manner. The next
lemma is based on the fact that the Chebyshev polynomials almost satisfy this condition.

LEMMA 3.3. Let T be the jth Chebyshev polynomial. Thenfor any u with u <-- 1,

(3.9)
-<- 211(I- Vt/43)Tt/:3(u)ll +611(1- Vt/43)T-t/a)(u)II + I1(I- V)T_at/a(u) II.

Proof. From the definition [1] T(u)-cos (j[cos-1 (u)]) and the trigonometric
identity cos (a+fl)=2cos a cos/3-cos (a-fl) we have, on setting a =[j/2] and
=j-[j/2],

T(u 2 Tt:/2l( u T_t:/.( u

Since IIT(u)ll_-< 1, Lemma 3.2 implies that (3.9) holds. For later use, note that for
k->2 the term (I--Vk)T_t:/(u)=O unless j is odd, in which case it equals
(I- Vk) TI(U) (I- Vk)U.

Using Lemma 3.3, we can express the energy in the high modes off(u) in terms
of the energy in the high modes of t.
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LEMMA 3.4. Iff is in C with s >= 2 and L is a scalar, then for any positive
integer p

When is an n-vector then an analogous estimate holds, although the minimum smoothness
required and the various constants appearing in (3.10) must be changed to values that
depend on n.

Proof. First assume that u is a scalar. Let u- /llllL and f(. )-f(llllx. so
that f(g)=f(u). Since f is in C, its Chebyshev expansion converges to itself; i.e.,
f(u)- 1/2fo+jfT(u), where f f(cos 0)cos j0 dO [1]. Furthermore, integration by
parts shows that Ifl -< csJ because f is in C. Now rll--< c since Tll/ <-- 1, so for
any positive integer p

II(I- Vk)f(u)ll <- E Ifl ]l(I- Vk)T(u)[] + c E
(3.11)

J--<P

_-< c Z J-Sl[(I- v) T(u)ll / sp1-s.
jp

Next, if 4go=< k < 4k+l and 2:o<j <=22o+1, then Lemma 3.3 says that
is less than or equal to the sum of eight terms of the form 11(I- V)T-(u)11 with k >-4k-I

and f_<-22, plus at most one term with/ k and f= 1. By iterating we can reduce all
the j’s to 1 in at most jo+ 1 steps, and hence all the final k’s are at least 4k-(j+l).

Thus, since the number of terms that reduce directly to f 1 at each stage is not greater
than the number of terms present at the previous stage,

(3.12) I](I- V)(u)ll--< 2(82+)11(I Vgo-,o+,)ull

because I1(I- w,)ull <-I1(I- W)ull if k < kl.
Finally, jo+ 1 _-< (log2j)+ 1, so 8Jo+1-< 8jlg8 8j3. Similarly, 4k-2+1)>=4k-1j-2>-

k/16j2, and, as noted above, we can freely replace I- Vk, by I- Vk with k2 =< kl, so
plugging our modified (3.12) into (3.11) shows that (3.10) holds if we replace S by V
on both sides and k by 2k on the right. Using I1(I- s2)u II--< I1(I- w=)u II--< II(I-
then yields (3.10) as written.

When is a vector then f can be expanded in a series whose terms are products
of Chebyshev polynomials of the components of , and the analysis proceeds
similarly.

Remark. Lemma 3.4 could be used to show that if u L is a scalar and II(I-
&)nil--< ck-q then I1(I- &)f(u)ll--< k-q providedf C with r> 2q+4. Just use (3.10)
with p x/-/64.

We are now ready to use (3.7) and (3.10) to improve the decay rate (3.6).
THEOREM 1. Let u be the solution of the approximation (2.8), (2.11) with

(3.13)

(3.14)

Suppose that

(3.15)

(3.16)

for some T> O.
Assume finally that f is in C with

eN > C3Na-1

m(N) <-- cN, fl <- 1 a.

I1(I &)u(0, x)ll C4k-r,

u (t,.)11 c= o [0, T]

r>--O,

(3.17) s _-> So-= max (2r + 6, 16L(L+ 1)+ 2),
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where L is a positive integer (except that So must be replaced by so(n) if u is an n-vector).
Then for 0 <- <-_ L and [0, T],

(3.18) II(I-S)u’ll<-c eNk2
+N-(L+I)+k exp(-eswk-t/cN(i</4))

for k >- (L)4N/ eu Nia/4L"

II(i-s)f(u’)ll

N c
eNk2

+ N-(L+I) + k exp (-esvk2t/cN((i+l)a/4L))

for k >- (L)vls/eNN(’+l)/4L"

(3.20)

+ k exp(_ctN(l+/4))

for k >= N. Furthermore, (3.19) and (3.20) also hold with f replaced by f’.
Proof. First, assume that u is a scalar. For i=0, (3.18) follows from (3.6). To

obtain (3.19) for i=0, plug (3.6) into (3.10) and set p there to [cNa/16L]. There results

{I1(I- s,<)f(u")II <-- c E/I6L J kNklj<--_[cN

(3.:z)

" ’ /16L
j3is exp (-egkatlj4)[3j2] }+ cN(‘/i6tD(i-s)

Note that for k >= ?(L)x/NI es. Na/4L, [k/32j2] >- ?v/NI eN forj _-< [cNa/i6L] so that
the use of (3.6) in (3.10) is justified. Next, since s > 7, the first sum on the right side
of (3.21) is

c

esk erqk’

similarly, since s > 16L(L+ 1) + 1,
N(’*/16L)(l-s) <= cN-(L+I)‘"Finally, the second term on the right side of (3.21) is

<-_ ck-" exp (-eswk2tlN/4L)
J

--< k exp (-es,ck2tlN/4L)
since s->2r+5, so that (3.19) holds for i=0. Because the right side of (3.17) is at least
one greater than was needed, (3.19) also holds for 0 with f replaced by f’.

For i>0 we will proceed by induction, so assume that (3.18), (3.19) hold for
_-< io. Recall (3.7)"

(3.22)

Now

(3.23)
while

(3.24)

d NI1(I- s)u + ,,,kll(- S)u <-- c[llS(I- S,<)f. + I1(I- S,,,)/. I1-1.

s I Sk)f <-- N II(s s)fll,

NI1(I- s)fll I1(I- s)f’(u)ll <--I1(I- v)y’(u)ux
N--< IIf’(,.,")ll,oll(s- V[N/4])Ux

N+ 311ux I1oo11(I Vts/4)f’(u)ll
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N Nby Lemma 3.2. Although the bound Ilux I[L2 <- Nllu II follows immediately from
Ilu I1-Ila I1=, it is a little less obvious that with an extra constant factor thrown
in the same bound holds in any tp space.

N NLEMMA 3.5. Ifu N is an N-trigonometricpolynomial, then Ilux I1" --< cNIlu I1" with
c independent of u, N, and p.
oo Since Su u Vu u Hence

Ilau IIp Ila(v= u)ll. II(av=) u I1.

which implies that it suces to show that

(3.25) IIf cN.
But the footnote to Chap. XI, Equations 1.9-1.10 of [15] says that
cN2/(1 + N[xl)z, for Ixl , and integrating this from - to yields (3.25).

Using Lemma 3.5 and our assumed L bound in (3.24), we get

I1(I- s)f cN[II(I- /4j)u + I1(I- N/4J)T’(uN)II]
(3.26) cN[ll(I- St/8)u + ll(I-
and inseing (3.23), (3.26) into (3.22) yields

d
(3.27) II(I- S)u + k=ll(I- S)u cN I(I- S)g(u)ll

g i,f’

Note that we are free to replace I-Stn/8 in (3.26) by (I-S) in (3.27); the resulting
restriction k[N/8] can be avoided by noting that (3.18) holds trivially for kN
and that if it holds for k N/8] it also holds, with slightly larger values of c, for k N.

By plugging (3.18), (3.19), and (3.20) with f replaced by f’, all for the case io,
into (3.27) and applying Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain (3.18) for i= io+ 1 provided
that we note N/enk2 1 for the values of k under consideration and that, for the case
io 0, this inequality implies Nt exp (-enkt) c exp (-enkt/Na/4L). Estimate (3.19)
for i= io+ 1 then follows from (3.18) and (3.10) as in the case i=0.

Finally, since II(I-S)ull =o when N, for k N we obtain from (3.10) that
for any positive integer p.

(3.28) II(I-s)f()ll[ jpj3-s(I--S/3@Nl+p-s].
k/32(N + 1)

In order to use estimate (3.18) with i= L in (3.28), p must satisfy

k
(3.29) 32p2=

> .(t)v/N/ eN N/4.

By our assumption on ev, the right side of (3.29) is <=cN1-/4, so if we pick

(3.30) p cx/k/N1-/4
with appropriate constant c, then (3.29) will be satisfied. Inserting (3.30) and (3.18)
with i= L into (3.28), we obtain

II(I-S)f(um)ll

_--< c E j3- (32j2)2L+1
k,/V/N <-_j <= 4V--/-N/ N N

(3.3)

1 1

(erk)+ - N,(L+I--------

+ exp (-ek2t/j4Na/4)

+ c N(’/8)(-s)
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Since k >-_ N, NeN >= cN, and j <-- cv/k/N N/8, the right side of (3.31) is less than or
equal to

(j4L+5-s N-(L+I) +jer+3-sk-r
kv/-/ N <--j kv/-/ N N"/8

(3.32) exp (-eNk2t/c(k/N)2N/2+/4))
(l-s)/2

+ c N(’/s)(-s).

Using the facts that j>-x/k/N, s satisfies (3.17), and eN obeys (3.13), we find that
(3.32) is less than or equal to

(3.33) c N-c(L+I)d - exp (-ctN(c/4))

In fact, in obtaining estimate (3.33) for It(z-&)f(u)ll we have only used the
fact that s_>-So-1, where So is defined in (3.17), and so estimate (3.20) that we have
deduced is also valid for f’.

If u is an n-vector, then the proof is the same except that the modified version
of (3.10) valid for vectors must be used. D

Remark. The smoothness requirement (3.17) is given only for the sake of concrete-
ness and is by no means optimal. Improved estimates of the amount of smoothness
required can be obtained by using a kernel more complicated than VN, a more precise
estimate of the kernel’s L norm, or more delicate estimates in the proof of the theorem.

4. The L bound. Although Theorem 1 assumes the existence of an L bound,
in the scalar case that theorem can in fact be used to justify such a bound a posteriori.

THEOREM 2. Assume that (1.1) is a scalar equation, and that the hypotheses of
Theorem 1 hold, except possibly the L bound (3.16). Assumefurther that m(N) satisfies
the stricter bound

C
(4.1) mllR,(x)llc <- with

8NN
(where R, is defined in (2.9) or (2.10)). If either

(i) r>-1/2 in (3.15), a(L+l)>, and s->so+l
or

(ii) r<=1/2 and L+l>3/2a+2/a,
then for some y > O,

(4.2)

on 0 <- <= Nmin(/31’’/). If 1 "-O, can be taken arbitrarily large for N greater than or
equal to some No(). Furthermore, (4.2) holds even when (1.1) is a system, provided that
an estimate oftheform (4.4) below can be obtained, e.g., by the method ofinvariant regions.

Remark. If the kernel Kv in (2.11) is chosen to be Fej6r’s kernel Fv, then

min u(x) =< min uN (O, x) <-- max uU(0, x)--_<max Uorr),
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and hence if/31 > 0, then (4.2) states that for big enough N and any fixed time interval
[0, T] the approximation uN(t, X) remains within an arbitrarily small distance of
[min Uo, max Uo]. Hence the convergence theorem to be proven in the next section will
apply even when f is defined on a small neighborhood of that set. For example, if
f(u) is defined for u > 0, then Uo need only be larger than an arbitrarily small positive
constant.

Proof of Theorem 2. Given an assumed bound B for um II/, we will prove a
bound of the form (4.2) with 3= 3(B). If B is large enough, then (4.2) implies that
[[u [I/ is actually smaller than B for t-<_ O(Nmin(/31’v)). By the continuiW in time of

Ilu m (t,,)11 and the fact that (4.2) holds at time zero, it follows that (4.2) indeed holds
at least up to times of this order. If/31 > 0, then the maximum allowable time clearly
tends to infinity with N, but even if /31=0 we can make 3 as large as desired
by choosing B and N big enough. Hence we may assume that [[uN[IL<--B SO

that the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds. Also, since the solution Unew to (2.8), (2.11)
with Uo replaced by Uo+ c, and f replaced by f(.-c,) is Uod+ C, by picking c
-1/2[max u s (0, x) + min u N (0, x)] we can reduce (4.2) to

(4.3)

But

(cIlu t, x)ll,:- Ilul" (O, x)ll, (l / t) --+-
Ilu(t, x)ll-Ilu

(4.4)
<- [[IOx(I-P,,,)f(u’)ll,:o/llOxR.,(N) . u IIq,

as can be seen by applying the maximum principle to OtuN +f(um) eU,x + g or by
using energy estimates to bound the change of the Lp norm and letting p--> ao.

The second term of the integrand in (4.4) is less than or equal to

cevm2 R, , us

by two applications of Lemma 3.5 plus assumption (4.1). Integrating this from zero
to gives ctN-,, which complies with (4.3). The treatment of the first term of the
integrand depends on which of the alternative hypotheses is assumed, although in
either case we start with the inequality

(4,5) II0(I-
If alternative (i) holds, then by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality

cllu,l[’/=llull/ (see [63), the right side of (4.5) is dominated by

cll(I-

-<- cll(I- w)Ef’(u )uZ /f"(u’)u
N 1/2 N

cN3/2 ,
g= l,f’,f"

N3/2

g= l,f’,f"

,N3/2 _.
g=I,f’,f"

(4.6)
I1(I- vt/a)g(u)ll + cN’/2ll( I &,)f(u)ll
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for some k, where we have made several uses of Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.5. Since
s _>- So + 1, estimate (3.19) of Theorem 1 also holds when f is replaced by f", and hence
the last line in (4.6) is less than or equal to

cN3/2
Ne

+ N-(+I+ N exp (-ceN-/4t)
(4.7)

<-- cNa/[N-I+I + N exp (-ctNl+3/4)],

and hence the integral from 0 to of the first term of the integrand in (4.4) is,.less than
or equal to (1 + t)[N3/-I+l+ N3/2-r-l-3/4]<= N-v with y=min (a(L+ 1)-,
r+(3a/4)-1/2)>O by assumption. Thus (4.3) holds as claimed in this case.

If the alternative (ii) is assumed instead, then we will use the Gagliardo-Nirenberg
inequality [6] [[ullL< C(m)[IornuIIaL2IIu[I 1-aL for m _-> 2 with a (m __1/2)--1. Apply this to
(4.5) to get

Ilax(I- PN)f(uN)ll,
_<-- c(m)[ll0m(I- Sm)f(uN)II

+ ll07Af(u)ll’/(-l/>llAf(u)llk1/(m-1/]
(4.8)

<-c(m)c(B) log N[II07(I- S)T(u)II
/ N(m/m(m-1/2))llANf(uN)lll/(m-1/-)

<- c(m)c(B) log Nllomx (I-S)f(u)ll/(m-/>,
where we have used Lemma 3.1 and the fact that the operators SN and PSN, and hence
also AN PSN- SN, are bounded in L with norm less than or equal to c log N. (For
the case of PSN the L norm must be interpreted with care, since PSNw depends on
the values of w at only a finite number of points, but since AN is only applied to
continuous functions in (4.8) we have no problem.) The bound for SN follows from
the formula SNw(y)= DN(y--x)w(x) dx upon estimating the L norm of DN [15],
while the bound for PSN follows from a similar estimate for the formula

PSNw( y) 2 DN y w
=o 2N+l 2N+l

which is just a Riemann sum for the above integral.
Now, since r _-< 1/2 by assumption, Theorem 1 says that for k -> N, II(I s)f(u

c(k/N)-8L2 [N-(L+I) +exp (-ctN(+/4))]. Therefore,

j=O

(4.9)
E (2J+l)N)ml](I-
j=O

_--< c 2(+/"N’(2)-sL2[N-(+1) +exp (-ctN+/4)]
j=O

< c E (2J)-8[Nm-(+l)’ + N" exp (-ctNl+/4)].
j=O
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Because (A q- A2) 1/m < A/" + A19./m for Ai >= 0 and m >= 1, by inserting (4.9) into (4.8)
and .integrating from zero to we obtain

o
IlO,(I elf(u) IlL

_-< clog N 2 (2)’-
(4.10) =o

"{N[m-(L+l)]/(m-1/2) + Nm/(m-1/2) exp (-ctNl+/4/(m -1/2))}
<= c(1 + t) log N{N["-L+I)’]/m-1/2)+ N[m/(m-1/2)]-(l+/4)}

provided that

(4.11) m<8L2

so that the sum converges.
Finally, hypothesis (ii) implies that a(L+ 1)>+2/a, and hence there exists a

positive integer m such that

3 2 1 2
(4.12) a(L+ 1) >-+-->- m >-+--,

2

which implies that both powers of N in (4.10) are negative. Except for the uninteresting
case where a > 4, (4.12) implies that m >_-2, as required by the Gagliardo-Nirenberg
inequality cited above, and also that (4.11) holds since L is a positive integer. Hence
(4.10) complies with (4.3) since log N < N for any 6. Even if a > 4, all inequalities
needed to obtain (4.3) will hold if we redefine m 2.

Estimate (4.4) cannot be derived by the maximum principle when (1.1) is a system,
since that principle does not hold for systems. However, if we assume (4.4) then the
rest of the proof is still valid for systems, since it uses essentially only the Gagliardo-
Nirenberg inequalities and the results of 3.

5. The convergence theorem.
THEOREM 3. Assume that (1.1) is a scalar equation. Let uN be the solution of the

approximating equations (2.8), (2.11). Assume that eN and m(N) in (2.8) satisfy

(5.1) 8N >= cN-1 with a > O,

1
(5.2) m(N)z]lRm)(x)ll,< with/1evNt,

Let r >= 0 be a number such that

(5.3) sup krll(I S)u

For nonnegative integers L let

(5.4) so(L, r) max (2r+6, 16L(L+ 1)+2),

and assume either that

1 3
(5.5i) r>= and f C with s>=so(L, r)+l and c(L+l)>-

2 2

or

1 3 2
(5.5ii) r<=- and f C with s>=so(L, r) and (L+l)>+--.2aa
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Finally, let vN be the solution of
(5.6) v+f(vN) ENl)xx

Then for O(N) with 3/ O,

(5.7) Ilu-lll<-Ilu(O,x)-uoll,/c(l/,)[/
Proof

v(O,x)=uo(x).

N,(L+)-I

Ot(U N O
N -[- O,[f(u 1) -f(vu)]

euOx(UN-VU)+Ox(I-Pu)f(uU)+e1,OZRm * u

Multiplying (3.8) by sgn(u -v) and integrating yields [9]

Ilu v I1,- ilu (o, x)- uoll ,

(5.9)

Ioc N[ll(I-Sg(u)ll+llAf(u)ll]+c em2llem(x)ll,llull

Ioc gIl(I-Sg(u)ll+ll(I-Sg(u)ll+cg-l

Io Ioc N 2 II(I-St/3g(u)ll+cg-’ [[u
g ,f’

where we have made use of Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 and the relationship between S and
Since the hypotheses ensure that Theorems 1 and 2 hold for N cN, the last line

in (5.9) is less than or equal to

cN + N-(c+) + N exp (-c?euN2-((c+)/4) d?+ ctN-,
(5.0)

N c(1 + t) Na(+l)_ Nr+a/2 +

Since Ilu-vNlll ctg= [83, where u is the solution of (1.1), (1.2), the following
corollaries hold.

COrOLLArY 1. Under the hypotheses of eorem 3,

Ilu- ull’ Iluo- u(0, x)]]l+ c(1 + t) g(+l)_

for O(N’).
C36/a,COROLLARY 2. Ifthe hypotheses ofeorem 3 hold with r and 5, fe

and Uo e BV, and ifK in (2.11) is Fejer’s kernel, de la Vallde Poussin’s kernel, or any
other kernel that approximates BV data to O( N-/2), then on anyfinite time interval [0, T]

c(T)
(5.a 1) Ilu u I1’
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Theorem 3 and its corollaries give the convergence results mentioned in the
Introduction. As is clear from Corollary 1, there are five sources of error in the
approximation of u by u N" approximation of the initial data; limited smoothness of
f; limited smoothness of Uo; inclusion of the nonlocal second-order term eNO2Rm * u N

for the purpose of achieving formal infinite-order accuracy; and the error of the viscous
approximation v. Because of the last of these, the accuracy of the (pseudo) spectral-
viscosity method is limited to (5.11) even when the other four are negligible. Of course,
we might think that the fourth source of error only appears to cause error due to the
method of proof, but in fact reduces the error below that obtained in (5.11). While
the first half of this conjecture may be true, we can see that the second is false, at least
for certain values of m(N). If we take f and Uo smooth, let Rm Fm and Kn V, for
example, and set m(N)= N/s. Then our method is formally infinite-order accurate,
but the error IlUN--V[] N-3/4 is of a smaller order than the error
N-(1/2-a)

SO that the error Ilu-ull is essentially the same as that of
Finally, let us show that for f and Uo sufficiently smooth and Rm O,

(5.12) ]ac(t, k)]--
c(T)
< on [0, T],
l+lk[

as claimed in the Introduction. Let uv be the solution to (2.8), (2.11) with Uo replaced
by Uo(X + h ).

By the method used to prove Theorem 3, we obtain on [0, T] that

Ilu u Ilv IIK * (Uo(X + h)- Uo(X)}ll + c( T)/N

But u(x)= uU(x + h) since there is no explicit x dependence in (2.8), so

le’ ilia (k)l u a (k)l

Since aN(k)=0 for Ikl> N, and [e’kh--ll>=clkh for [khl<=1/2, by letting h= N/2 we
obtain

]N (k)l <-_ c( h +--) /[e

c(1/N) c

Since It’s(0) IIll, 1111 , therefore (5.12) holds.

6. The elasticity equations. The elasticity equations are [4]

(6.1) ut cr(V)x -0,

(6.2) vt-ux=O,

where tr satisfies

(6.3) tr’(v) > c > 0,

(6.4) vtr"(v) > 0 for v # 0.
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Although Theorem 3 is inapplicable to (6.1), (6.2), the spectral-viscosity
approximants for this system can be shown to satisfy an a priori inequality of the form
(4.4), so that those approximants are bounded in L by Theorem 2. Now DiPerna [4]
has proven via compensated compactness that L-bounded approximants of (6.1),
(6.2) actually converge to a solution of (6.1), (6.2) provided that the approximants
satisfy an additional condition, which he shows to hold for the pure viscosity method.
Because the estimate for the right side of (4.4) obtained in the proof of Theorem 2
suffices to show that this additional condition also holds for the spectral-viscosity
method, we can use his result to obtain a convergence theorem for the elasticity
equations. Before stating the theorem, let us review some definitions that will be used
in the statement and proof of the theorem.

First of all, an entropy for system (6.1), (6.2) is a function 7(u, v) for which there
exists a function q(u, v) such that all smooth solutions of (6.1), (6.2) satisfy the
additional conservation law r/t + qx 0. For example, the function q* 1/2u 2 +o r(s) ds
is one entropy for (6.1), (6.2), for which q =-uo-(v); in [9] it is shown that there exist
many entropies for 2x2 systems. Next, an entropy-is called convex if 7(u, v) is a
convex function. Finally, a weak solution of (6.1), (6.2) is called admissible if it satisfies
the condition Tt + qx =<.0 in the weak sense for every convex entropy.

THEOREM 4. Let Urv (u N, v N) be the solution of the spectral-viscosity approxima-
tion (2.8), (2.11) to system (6.1), (6.2) with initial data (Uo, Vo) in L. Assume that the
viscosity parameter eN satisfies (3.13) and tends to zero as N o that (4.1) holds, and
that cr is in C with s sufficiently large. Then for some subsequence N, U converges in
Lp, 1 <--_ p <, to an admissible solution U (u, v) of (6.1), (6.2) with initial data (Uo, Vo).
Furthermore, if there exists an admissible piecewise-Lipschitz solution to (6.1), (6.2) with
initial data (Uo, Vo), then UN converges to that solution without the need to restrict to a
subsequence.

Proof As noted in [4] and its references, the theory of [2] implies that the viscosity
approximation for (6.1), (6.2) obtained by adding eu and ev, respectively, to the
right side of those equations has invariant regions

(6.5) {(u, v)lmax [w+(u, v)[ =< k},

where

(6.6) w+(u, v)=-u + x/o-’(s) ds

are the Riemann invariants of (6.1), (6.2). This invariance follows from

O-
(6.7)+ O w +/- x/ a w ea2w q: e

2x/
v

satisfied by the Riemann invariants, since (6.4) together with the maximum principle
for (6.7)+ show that the maximum of w/ cannot increase if v-> 0 nor can its minimum
decrease if v =< 0, while for w- the same holds with the sign of v reversed.

Now, the spectral-viscosity method is obtained by the further addition of
(I Pl,,)o(v) 0R,, (N) * u and -0R,,(N) v, respectively, to the right sides of

(6.1), (6.2), adding

-(I-Prv)Otr(v)-OZRl(N)x * uq:x/cr’(v)O-R,,(N), * v
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to the right side of (6.7)+, so the maximum principle for the modified (6.7)+ yields

max IIw+(ur(T, .), vN(T, .))[[L-max

(6.8) --< [11(1
0

+ eli4’(vN) IILIIoR(N) VNIIL].
Inequality (6.8) is essentially of the form (4.4) since an L bound on w- and w+

implies an L bound for u and v. Note also that the factor [[(g’(vu) [ in one term
on the right of (6.8) causes no trouble, since the rest of the term is less than or equal
to C(T)N- for some 6 > 0, so that any assumed bound on vu used to bound this
factor can be justified a posteriori. Hence Theorem 2 says that Uu is bounded uniformly
in L on any bounded time interval, and the proof of this theorem shows that

(6.9) The right side of (6.8) is less than or equal to c(1 + T)N-
for some 6 > 0.

In order to apply DiPerna’s theorem we must show, besides the L bound for
U that for any entropy n of (6.1)-(6.4), O,n(u vN)+Oxq(U vN)=A+B, where
A converges in H-(t, x) and B is uniformly bounded in Lo(t, x). Just as in the
pure-viscosity case, the first step towards proving this is to use the entropy * to show
that

F
N N 2(6.10) eu I(ux (t, .), vx (t, "))11 c(T).

If we multiply the equations for u u and vu by uu and (vu), respectively, we obtain

(.)
o, (u)+ (s) ds -o{u(v)}+e{(u)+’(v)(v)}

=-uUO(I-Pu)(vU).

Integrating (6.11) over x and from t=0 to t= T yields (6.10) since *(u u, v u) is
bounded and

i0 io
c(1 + T)N-

by (6.9) and the L bound for u N. Now let be any entropy of (6.1), (6.2). Then
No,n(u, v)+oxq(u, v)=-[n..(u)+ m(Vx )]

(6.2)
+04(n.u + mv)- n.o(- P)(v).

As in [4], the first term on the right of (6.12) is bounded uniformly in Lion(t, x) by
(6.10) and the second is N times the derivative of a function bounded uniformly in
Lo, again by (6.10). The last term on the right of (6.12) is also bounded uniformly
in Lo because of (6.9) plus the L bound on (u N, VN).

Hence the conditions of DiPerna’s theorem hold, so by [4] there exists subsequence
for which UE converges to a solution U= (u, v) of (6.1), (6.2). As noted in [5],
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this convergence takes place in Lp for any finite p. Furthermore, If( uN)-f(U)]
IsUplwl=luNl,o]f’(w)]lU- U] shows that for any C function f f(UN) converges in
L to f(U). We can therefore take a weak limit in (6.12) and obtain that r/t(u, v)+
q,(u, v)<-0 for any convex entropy, i.e., (u, v) is an admissible solution.

Finally, to obtain convergence without the need to consider a subsequence when
the additional condition mentioned in the theorem holds, we note that DiPerna has
proved in [3] that under this condition (6.1), (6.2) has a unique admissible solution
U. Since any sequence erv will have a subsequence for which U converges to this
same U, U must itself converge to U. [3
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